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Abstract

Geological mapping is needed as a reference structure to determine the condition and potential geology of a region. In conventional geologic mapping to fill the above purposes will require a huge time and cost. As a proven shortcut analysis of remote sensing and GIS can provide a significant contribution to consider its use. Regional physiographic areas of research are included in the East Java Zone where the Zone Kendeng. Zone Kendeng is hilly topography with a controlled expression of Geological Structure of the intensive form folding and fault systems. The results of interpretation and analysis of image data is delineation geological structure of the study area which are stages of images processing and GIS analysis which includes: geometric and radiometric corrections, color composite, image enhancement and spatial filtering. Interpretation of geological structures is done by identification of morphology patterns that associated with geological structures such as: liniament of Topographic pattern, liniament of drainage pattern, folds valley folds, triangular facet, and escarpment. Geological structures that can be interpreted by analysis visual of this study includes: folds, faults and fracture, where the results of the tectonic analysis is North – South direction relatively. Fase of geological structure had occurred in the in Pliocene - Plistosen.
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